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Review & Outlook

Columbia's Due Process, Cont'd.

Last fall we reported on the new and remarkable Sexual Misconduct Policy 
adopted by Columbia University -- one whose proponents hoped to see adopted 
by campuses around the nation. Things haven't quite worked out that way. Nor, it 
seems, have many of the other expectations of the campus activists who last 
spring celebrated victory when the faculty Senate adopted the code with just two 
voices raised in opposition -- one of the more noteworthy aspects of this saga. 
The new policy, recall, denies the accused the right to be in the hearing room 
with the accuser, to ensure the latter can testify in comfort. It denies the accused 
the right to hear the testimony, the right to confront the accuser, the right to cross-
examine, the right to have counsel present, and more.

The new policy, which had the administration's enthusiastic endorsement, has 
not, it turns out, found any emulators in other universities, notwithstanding the 
hopes of the Columbia student groups who had agitated for its passage.

New York University, which publicly rejected the code, put the matter succinctly 
when its office of the vice president for student affairs issued a statement calling 
the issue a matter of "fundamental fairness." It is, the statement continued, "a 
fundamental right for an accused person to face his or her accuser. Our policy is 
aimed at preserving the rights of both the accuser and the accused."

New York's Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute has also publicly rejected the code. 
Now George Washington University's faculty has rejected a sex misconduct code 
specifically on the grounds that it was like the one that passed at Columbia. The 
vote was 15 to 0.

Meanwhile, trouble erupted at Columbia's Office of Sexual Misconduct 
Prevention and Education. The University had undertaken an extensive search to 
find exactly the person -- an expert in sexual violence -- to oversee the new 
policy and serve as program coordinator. On the job less than a year, this expert 
has just resigned because, the Spectator reports, she felt her work had been 
undermined by attacks on the policy.

The trouble began, the report explains, with the October Wall Street Journal 
editorial attacking the policy for sacrificing the civil liberties of the accused, and 
applauding FIRE -- the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education -- for 
opposing it. The departing coordinator charged that those attacks had driven the 
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trustees to demand changes in the policy.

Those policy changes include, the Spectator reports, a proposal that would allow 
an accused student to view the proceedings live via closed circuit television. This 
the coordinator opposed on the grounds that "it might have a chilling effect on 
students coming forward." A clearer testament to the doctrinaire fevers driving 
enterprises like Columbia's new code would be hard to find, but we're sure there 
is one. In the new world of college tribunals, sex codes and speech codes, farce 
knows no limits. Always, another more grotesque example of the reigning 
fanaticism waits just around the corner.

Still, university administrators who operate on the assumption that they can 
successfully keep the public at large -- including alumni -- ignorant of the reach 
of that fanaticism make a serious error, as Columbia's administrators have begun 
to appreciate. That is the real lesson of Columbia's new sexual misconduct 
policy. Now student activists are up in arms over indications that Columbia's 
Board of Trustees has been trying to effect changes in that policy. All told, we'd 
say the forces of reason may have begun to prevail at Morningside Heights.
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